Object detection and tracking is one of the most important components in computer vision applications. To carefully evaluate the performance of detection and tracking algorithms, it is important to develop benchmark data sets. One of the most tedious and error-prone aspects when developing benchmarks, is the generation of the ground truth. This paper presents FAST-GT (FAst Semi-automatic Tool for Ground Truth generation), a new generic framework for the semiautomatic generation of ground truths. FAST-GT reduces the need for manual intervention thus speeding-up the groundtruthing process.
INTRODUCTION
In the context of detection and tracking systems, establishing common data sets of annotated videos is necessary for two reasons: i) enabling an accurate quantitative comparison between different systems; ii) finding the optimal parameter settings for a given system in different scenarios. The process of annotating datasets with the ideal results which an algorithm is expected to output is known as ground-truthing.
Even if many data sets are available [1] [2] [3] [4] , in many situations it is necessary to have a ground truth for ad-hoc sequences recorded under specific conditions at varying complexity levels. This is because numerous factors affect the performance of detection and tracking algorithms, such as illumination variation, occlusion and background clutter. However, annotating large volumes of video data is time-consuming and error-prone due to drops in user attention. Hence, we believe in the importance of automating the ground-truthing process.
Various tools for annotating data sets have been introduced [5] [6] [7] . One of the tools for ground truth annotation commonly used in literature is ViPER-GT (Video Performance Evaluation Resource Ground Truth), a video-truthing tool designed to allow frame-by-frame markup of videos [5] . ViPER offers two simple mechanisms to speedup the manual annotation task, i.e., propagation and interpolation. Propagation though can be helpful only every few frames, where a target is static in the sequence. On the other hand, for moving objects interpolation can be used only on a very limited sequence of frames if we want it to be accurate. As a consequence, in order to build a reliable ground truth, the user still has to manually annotate large parts of the video sequence frame by frame.
In [6] , the authors introduce a modified version of ViPER-GT which automatically tracks the objects in the scene and allows the user to supervise the tracking process online. However, the generation of new objects is entirely left to the human operator and the proposed tool is limited to the single use-case of people tracking. In this paper we propose a framework which can be applied to different detection and tracking benchmarking problems.
In [7] the ground truth generation is achieved employing simple object detection and tracking algorithms. However, the proposed tool does not provide any confidence assessment mechanism of the detected and tracked objects, therefore the user still has to manually check for every frame whether to accept or refuse the suggested associations.
In our FAst Semiautomatic Tool for Ground Truth generation (FAST-GT), we integrate a detection module together with a tracking and a scoring module in order to reduce the need for manual intervention. FAST-GT has been made freely available to allow the detection and tracking community to rapidly generate benchmarks 1 . The main contributions of this paper are:
• A generic framework for the semiautomatic generation of ground truths for object detection and tracking benchmarking (Sec. 2). FAST-GT reduces the need for manual intervention thus speeding-up the groundtruthing process. It can be interfaced with ViPER for later visualization and validation.
• An instance of the proposed framework, in the form of a semiautomatic ground truth generator for face detection and tracking benchmarking (Sec. 3). In Sec. 4, experimental results show that the use of FAST-GT in combination with ViPER allows to speedup the groundtruthing process for a challenging video sequence by reducing the need for manual intervention. Sec. 5 concludes the paper.
SEMI-AUTOMATIC GROUND-TRUTHING FRAMEWORK
Our aim is to build a framework that semi-automatically generates ground truths for object detection and tracking algorithm benchmarking. To reach our aim, we propose the structure shown in Fig. 1 
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reliable detection and tracking mechanism has to be inserted in the tool. Therefore, in step 1 of FAST-GT, the current frame of the input video sequence is scanned in parallel by multiple detectors while all the objects already present in the previous frame are tracked. Each of the detectors produces as output a set of detected system targets, while the tracker produces a set of tracked objects. The use of multiple detectors allows to compare their output and to implement a confidence assessment mechanism which makes the final annotation output more reliable. Any object detector can be called in step 1a, as long as it provides a scoring mechanism, which is used by our tool to assess the confidence of the detected system targets. Similar to the object detection in step 1a, different tracking algorithms can be used in step 1b. In step 2, a confidence assessment mechanism allows to assign a proper confidence level to each of the objects detected and tracked in the previous step. In particular, objects can be assigned to one of the following output sets: (1) O h : objects with a high confidence level are directly added to the ground truth without manual intervention; (2) O l : outputs with low confidence level are directly discarded by the system as false positives; (3) O m : outputs with an intermediate confidence level are presented to the human annotator for human-in-the-loop feedback. Since in critical situations human operators generally make better decisions than automated approaches [8] , whenever the detection and tracking system produces outputs with an intermediate confidence level (O m = ∅), in step 3 of FAST-GT we invoke the user supervision to manually correct possible errors produced by the automated annotation process. A GUI allows the user to rapidly validate and correct the system output. In step 4, FAST-GT checks for trackers to be updated. This step is required because trackers drift over time, and the detection outputs and the manual corrections can be used to reinitialize the trackers. In step 5, the ground truth is updated with the results of the previous steps. If the end of the sequence has been reached, the result is output to a ViPER-compatible XML file, otherwise the whole procedure starts again for the next frame. In step 6, the intermediate ground truth produced by FAST-GT is provided as input to ViPER, allowing the user to visualize and manually validate the tool output and to create the final ground truth.
One of the main features we aimed at when building FAST-GT was flexibility. The proposed tool has a modular structure where the different steps in the system have been developed as APIs. In this way, researchers can use different functions to implement the steps of FAST-GT.
GROUND TRUTH GENERATION FOR FACE DETECTION AND TRACKING FROM VIDEO
This section describes a specific instance of FAST-GT, i.e., a semi-automatic ground truth generator for face detection and tracking benchmarking. Given a video, the tool detects and tracks the faces in it and creates the corresponding ground truth in a ViPER-compatible XML format. For the annotation, we have followed the most widely adopted procedure [9] [10] [11] , i.e., our tool annotates face regions with rectangular bounding boxes aligned with the image axes. For some of the faces it is very difficult to determine whether they are visible or not, for instance because they are partially occluded or their viewed angle is larger than 90 degrees. In order to establish clear guidelines, we have considered a face as visible, and therefore to be included in the ground truth, when: i) either side of the bounding box is at least 30 pixels; ii) the three main facial features (left-eye, right-eye, mouth) are visible. Integers are used as face IDs. Following [11] , if a face disappears and returns later, a new ID is assigned. In step 1a of our FAST-GT instance, three frontal face Haar-detectors are run in parallel. This choice is motivated by the proved robustness of sliding-window based detection algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] . Different features can be used to detect objects, such as histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [13] or covariance region descriptors [16] . Haar-features prove to be very effective when it comes to faces [12, 17] . In step 1b, the faces already present in the scene are tracked by the system. An approach to tracking which has become particularly popular recently is tracking-by-detection [18] , which treats the tracking problem as a detection task applied over time. A recent benchmark on the latest advances of tracking-by-detection [10] reported the Struck algorithm [19] to be one of the most accurate. Therefore, we have selected the Struck algorithm for our system.
In step 2, we first compute the union as well as the intersection of all the detector outputs. We also compute the union of all the pairwise intersection sets of the detection outputs and the set given by the intersection between the tracker output and the union of all the detector outputs. In order to compute the intersection or the union of different sets, a matching criterion is needed to determine whether two different bounding boxes from different sets are equivalent (i.e., cover the same object). In our case, we consider two bounding boxes to be equivalent if the overlapping area of the rectangles, measured as a fraction of their union area, was greater than 0.5.
In Fig. 2 we provide a graphical representation of the confidence assessment criteria used in our FAST-GT instance. We first consider detected objects (Fig. 2 (a) ). Green bounding boxes are the output of the detectors while purple boxes are the output of the tracker. We take the intersection between a detected object and a tracked object (case 1) as a high-confidence indicator, and since detection is most often more accurate than tracking, whenever a match occurs, the detector's output is assigned to O h and used to reinitialize the corresponding tracker in step 4. Then, we consider objects for which there is agreement by all the detectors, but that have not been tracked (case 2), to be new objects in the scene, and we assign them also to O h . The objects that have not been tracked but detected by at least two detectors (case 3) are assigned to O m for manual feedback. Elements that have not been tracked but are detected by only one of the detectors (case 4) are considered false positives and assigned to O l . After the matching of the detected and the tracked targets, we take the set of undetected tracked objects (Fig. 2, (b) ), and split it into two disjoint subsets: reliable tracked objects (blue and orange boxes) and unreliable tracked objects (red and brown boxes). In our case, we implemented a simple function to determine if any of the unmatched tracked objects are either occluded by bigger bounding boxes, or close to the boundary of the scene. If one of these conditions is met, then the tracked object is considered unreliable, otherwise it is considered reliable. In this way we can more easily prevent the system from erroneously tracking objects which are either going out of scope or becoming completely occluded. We note here that better occlusion-detection mechanisms can be implemented and integrated in FAST-GT in order to generate the ground truth for video sequences characterized by different kinds of occlusions. For all the unmatched tracked objects the corresponding detection score s is considered, provided by step 1a.
The detection score for a candidate window can be defined in different ways according to the detection algorithm implemented. In our implementation, we compute the detection score of the most accurate Haar-feature detector [20] as computed in [21] . If the object is a reliable tracking and the detection score is above an empirically determined threshold (case 5), we consider the tracked object to be a valid face missed by the detection module, and we therefore assign it to O h . If the tracked object is reliable but the detection score is below the threshold (case 6), it most probably means that the tracker is drifting from the target, and we present the frame to the user for manual reinitialization. If the tracked object is unreliable but the detection score is high (case 7), it most often implies that the object is partially occluded or out of scope, and also in this case we ask for manual intervention for a more accurate evaluation. Finally, if the tracked object is unreliable and the score is low (case 8), the object is most often completely occluded or out of scope, and therefore is assigned to O l (i.e., the object is considered to be invisible and therefore no user intervention is requested). In step 3, if O m = ∅, the frame is reported to the user for manual intervention. A GUI has been developed to facilitate the manual feedback. Objects (boxes) are presented in different colors according to the confidence level, and the user can correct errors by: i) removing boxes; ii) drawing new boxes; iii) moving/resizing existing boxes; iv) correcting IDs. In step 4, trackers are possibly reinitialized by new detections or manual interventions, or removed if belonging to O l . In step 5 the ground truth is updated with the annotations from the current frame. The intermediate ground truth produced by FAST-GT is postprocessed through ViPER in step 6 for manual validation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to prove the effectiveness of FAST-GT even under challenging real-world scenarios, we applied it to a video sequence from the Chokepoint dataset [4] where many people are moving in the scene. No ground truth was previously available for the selected video sequence. We further applied it to three simpler video sequences from the selected dataset and compared the output of our tool with the ground truths produced by the dataset authors. Video sequence P2E S5 C1.1 from [4] contains 807 frames of 800x600 pixels acquired at 30 fps, with a total of 2316 targets. To test FAST-GT, we generated the ground truth for the selected video sequence in three different operational modes: (1) manually annotating the entire video sequence through VIPER-GT; (2) running FAST-GT without the human-in-the-loop feedback mechanism (step 3 from Sec. 2) and then using ViPER-GT as a validation post-processing step; (3) exploiting the full functionality of FAST-GT, including step 3, and then using ViPER-GT as a validation post-processing step. After running FAST-GT, we use ViPER-GT to visualize the results and correct possible errors. We distinguish between four types of errors and the respective editing operations required: (i) False Negative (FN) / box creation: a truth target is missed by FAST-GT; a new box needs to be created; (ii) False Positive (FP) / box removal: FAST-GT produces a bounding box which is not associated with any real truth target; the corresponding box needs to be removed; (iii) Deviation / box correction: the box generated by FAST-GT deviates from the real target position; the corresponding box needs to be moved/resized; (iv) Fragmentation / ID correction: a truth target visible for a set of consecutive frames in the sequence is associated to different IDs; the IDs need to be corrected.
When running FAST-GT with the inclusion of the manual intervention step, the user's intervention is automatically invoked for the frames of the sequence containing targets with an intermediate confidence level; therefore we have to distinguish between errors corrected online (step 3), and errors corrected through ViPER during postprocessing (step 6).
In Tab. 1 we compare the performance when generating the ground truth for P2E S5 C1.1 in the three operational modes listed earlier in this section. We can see that the fully automated tool (line 2) makes few mistakes in terms of FPs (boxes removed) and deviation errors (boxes corrected). The lack of human feedback leads to a high number of FNs though (boxes created). This is because whenever the tool is uncertain about any output, it discards this output. Also, whenever the tool loses track of a target and then detects it in a later frame, a new ID is assigned, causing fragmentation errors (IDs corrected). From lines 3 and 4 of Tab. 1, we can see that the on-line manual validation allows to drastically reduce the number of errors in terms of FNs (boxes created) and that no fragmentation errors occurred (IDs corrected). This is because every time the tool is losing track of a target, the tool detects the error and present the current frame to the user to prevent the propagation of the error to the following frames.
In conclusion, running FAST-GT without step 3 required 331 manual editing operations, while the inclusion of step 3 reduced the required operations to 172. We can conclude that the manual intervention step is useful. Manually annotating the entire video sequence through ViPER required the drawing of all the bounding boxes one by one, thus leading to 2316 editing operations. From Tab. 1, we can see that by using FAST-GT in combination with ViPER we could reach an almost 7x reduction in the manual editing operations in the fully automated mode and more than a 13x reduction when including the manual intervention step.
To give an indication in terms of time, annotating the video manually with ViPER takes almost 4 hours; with FAST-GT without step 3 it takes almost 1 hour and with step 3 about half a hour. These numbers are just an illustrative example, since they depend on the user experience and on the specific video sequence. They indicate though that substantial time savings can be obtained with FAST-GT. Figure 3 shows a screen capture of the GUI presented to the user for manual intervention. The bounding boxes have different colors according to the set they belong to. The green bounding boxes belong to O h , and in particular they are outputs produced by successful detections (cases 1 and 2 from Fig. 2, (a) ). The blue bounding box still belongs to O h , but it is the result of a successful tracking with no detection (case 5 from Fig. 2, (b) ). The respective detection score is reported in yellow. The orange bounding box corresponds to a reliable tracked object with low score (case 6 from Fig. 2, (b) ), assigned to O m . This triggers step 3 of the tool, presenting the window to the user who can correct the corresponding error before the tool moves to the next frame.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed tool even further, we generated the ground truths for three simpler video sequences from [4] (P2E S1 C2.2, P2E S2 C2.2, P2E S3 C2.2,) showing only one person at a time moving in the scene. We compared the output produced by FAST-GT without postprocessing (step 6) but with step 3 and the ground truths created by the dataset authors 2 . FAST-GT made 177 errors (152 FPs, 25 FNs, 0 deviation errors and 0 fragmentation errors) for a total of 1009 faces. These errors can be easily corrected through postprocessing with ViPER. Many of the FPs are the actual faces when they enter the scene. They are then typically very small and as such not indicated as faces by the dataset authors. Detectors do detect those small faces though, so the dataset authors may have made the ground truth too conservative. In total, 44 online corrections were needed while processing the sequences.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced FAST-GT, a new tool for the semiautomatic generation of ground truths for object detection and tracking benchmarking. FAST-GT has been developed as a generic framework that allows different implementations of the building blocks. A specific instance of FAST-GT was implemented and successfully applied to generate the ground truth for a video sequence containing multiple faces moving in the scene. Empirical results show the ability of FAST-GT to notably decrease the annotation time. FAST-GT has been made freely available on the website http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/video/ to make it easier for the detection and tracking community to rapidly generate benchmarks.
